Makeover Day Information
1. As we limit our relationships to six ladies, we politely ask for 50% deposit to reserve your place.
2. The day runs from 9.30am - 4pm. However we ensure that everyone has enough time to get as
much as they can from each session. Therefore sometimes the day can over run a little.
3. Hair ... if possible it would be great if you could arrive with hair washed but not styled or with
products applied. We do have facilities if this is not possible but we would rather spend the time
advising and styling your hair. Our hairdresser is happy to cut and style, so you may want to fit
this around your normal visit to the hairdresser.
4. Nails ... you can have your nails gel varnished. Gel varnish dries in seconds and lasts for weeks. We
have a great choice of colours, from deep to more neutral tones (and even some with sparkle!)
Please note that due to time restraints we are unable to remove existing gel varnish nails on your
Makeover Day so please arrive with bare nails.
5. Makeup ... again arriving with none or just a little makeup allows us more time - but we do realise
this is sometimes a step too far for some of us!
6. As you will be trying on different types of outfits please bring along a selection of shoes. We do
have some ‘dressing up’ shoes here but people often feel more comfortable with their own to
match a variety of outfits.
7. We provide refreshments throughout the day and a delicious light lunch. Please advise us of any
special dietary requirements so that we can cater for you.
8. The day starts with an introduction to dream on and a ‘before’ photo. We then designate slots
for your hair, makeup, nails and styling, giving you plenty of time to try on and experiment with
different looks and styles. While you are waiting you will have time to chat, relax and generally
chill out. We break for lunch during the day with refreshments liberally spread in between.
Finally we bring the hair, makeup, nails and clothes together with relaxed and informal shots
along with a glass of fizz.
9. We advise that you have something nice arranged for the evening as you are bound to look
fabulous!

